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it was early in February when four members 
of Kickin’ It  Live, the high school’s broadcast 
show, found themselves in a meeting with 

Principal Kip Greenhill and each department 
head. According to the staff, it was not a 
meeting as much as a heated debate over 
schedule changes. Already into the second 
semester of the school year, with the airing 
moved from Friday to Wednesday and a slow 
start to get the show live due to technical 
difficulties, the Kickin’ It Live staff was growing 
desperate for a change. 

Among those who attended the meeting, 
senior co-anchor Olivia Copelan saw it as a 
way to convince Greenhill and the teachers to 
push the airing of the show from Wednesday 
back to Friday, the show’s original date.

“We just presented 
to them why it should 
be on Friday instead 
of Wednesday and 
had some discussions,” 
Copelan said. 

After a long 
conversation, the 
reporters managed 
to win Greenhill’s 
approval and Kickin’ 
It was back on Friday.

Senior Kent Bueche, 
the intro-skit producer, remembered the 
meeting as his favorite memory of the year. 

“The show used to be on Wednesday 
and I don’t think the viewers liked it very 
much,” Bueche said. “One of our crowning 
achievements was when we went to the hour-
long meeting and argued with this guy who 
just did not want any more schedule changes.”

Bueche and his fellow staff members took 
great pride in airing on Fridays. For him at 
least, the desperation to go back to Friday 
stemmed from when he used to watch Kickin’ 
It  Live as a freshman. 

“I just think for me, when I was a 
freshman, Kickin’ It  was just so cool,” Bueche 
said. “It was so great to see all these people on 
Friday.  I looked forward to it; I always wanted 
to watch it. It’s just kind of a nostalgic thing 
that we wanted it to be back up on Fridays.”

Four months after the matter, the Kickin’ 
It Live members look back on the year 
in progression, their favorite memories 

on set, futures in 
communications and 
how the show has 
helped them develop 
the necessary skills for 
that future. 

Co-sports anchor 
Allie Dosmann, one 
of those staff members 
who will be taking 
her journalistic talents 
to the next level in 
the fall, credits her 
experience and achievements to the high 
school broadcast production. 

“Not only have the experiences in Kickin’ 
It  helped, but also the connections I’ve 

gained from Mrs. 
[Amanda] Fountain 
and through Kickin’ 
It,” Dosmann said. 
“For my Capstone 
project I shadowed 
Aaron Portzline 
with the Columbus 
Dispatch, and 
he writes for the 
Columbus Blue 
Jackets.  So, I went 
to Blue Jackets 

practices and games and was always in the 
locker room.”

It is because of these experiences, according 
to Dosmann, that she will have the confidence 
in the future to seek out more internships and 
other opportunities. 

Senior co-anchor Cam Williams, one of 
the few members of Kickin’ It Live who does 
not plan to go into broadcast in college, said 
that he would be ready for the next level if he 
were to choose differently.

“The past two years we definitely had to 
work really hard,” Williams said. “I think 
the pre-rec classes prepared me a lot. I 
think I have a really strong foundation for 
[broadcast] now.”

On the other hand, senior co-
entertainment anchor, Seymour looks 
forward to continuing in communications. 
Seymour said he plans to double major in 
Journalism and Broadcast Production. Like 
Bueche, Seymour remembers the students 

who have come through the set of Kickin’ It 
Live and the influences they had on him as 
a journalist.  

“I knew freshman year when I saw 
Brennan Kurfees on the entertainment 
desk that that’s exactly what I wanted to do 
my senior year,” Seymour said. “I took all 
my required classes and tried to work my 
hardest to get to this point.”

According to Bueche, students coming 
to their first year of high school need to 
know whether or not Kickin’ It Live is 
something which they would be interested 
in. When they decide it is, it takes multiple 
years to step foot in front of the camera.

“It’s really competitive,” Bueche said. 
“If you want to do this show, you have 
to know pretty much your freshman year 
because you have to take mass media when 
you’re a sophomore, you have to take 
Broadcast Theory and Production your 
junior year, then you can apply for [Kickin’ 
It  Live].”

 The hard work and dedication it takes 
to get on set has paid off for this group of 
seniors. Along with the training that will 
come in handy in students’ futures, there 
has been a number of great moments on set 
this year that the staff will not soon forget.

Looking back, Seymour’s favorite moment 
from his career on Kickin’ It  Live was 
Principal Greenhill’s birthday surprise on set. 

“I think seeing Mr. Greenhill’s face 
when we surprised him was pretty nice,” 
Seymour said. “He came up to me the next 
day and said of all the 38 years that’s he’s 
been teaching, he’s never been so touched 
by something. I guess it was interesting 
and enjoyable to see that we could move 
someone like that.”  •

Kickin’ it to college
by bo fisher, ´11

cast member seniors will seymour, cam williams and parker schwartz enjoy 
a break on set. staff members have referred to the atmosphere of the room as 
“very relaxed.”

photo by corey mcmAhon

“I just think for me, when 
I was a freshman, Kickin’ It 
was just so cool. I looked 
forward to it; I always 
wanted to watch it.”

senior Kent Bueche, 
intro-skit producer
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Above: when first enlisted, most military recruits undergo basic training before deployment. right: caitlin Bitzer 
and her mother, staci Bitzer, have lived as a “military family” since caitlin was very young.

by kate magill, ‘13

Coming home from a long day 
of school, sophomore Caitlin 
Bitzer logs onto the computer 

and checks her e-mail. Unlike most 
students, Caitlin is not looking for an 
e-mail from a teacher, but from someone 
much more special—her mother. 

While most children grow up with 
their parents at work, at the office and 
home in time for dinner, Caitlin grew up 
in a different kind of family. Since the 
age of 4, she has been primarily raised by 
her grandmother, while her mother has 
served in the military in both the U.S. 
Navy and the Ohio National Guard, 
stationed states and countries away for 
months, even years at a time. While 
many children and their families may 
view this as an extreme hardship, Caitlin 
and her family view the fact that her 
mother would be willing to give so much 
of her time and herself for her country, as 
a source of pride.

For over 20 years, Staci Bitzer has 
been an active military member, and 
served in a variety of positions both 
at home and abroad. Because of this, 
Caitlin has grown up in a unique family 
setting. Although Caitlin has had to 
spend months at a time without her 
mother at home, she has developed a 
special sense of pride in the service she 
does for her country. 

“It was hard because I missed my 
mom, but I have more respect for her 

because of the choice she made going 
into the military,” Caitlin said. 

It is this pride that has made it 
easier to deal with her mother’s long 
absences, especially when she misses 
special occasions, including birthdays 
and Christmas.

Although Staci’s absences have been 
difficult, the two have found several 
ways to stay in contact during long 
deployments. When Caitlin was younger, 
the two would send one another cassette 
tapes with recorded messages and 
greetings for the other to listen to and 
enjoy. Today, they use updated technology 
to their advantage to keep in touch. 

“We e-mail each other, and she’ll call 

three or four times a week,” Caitlin said.
During her childhood, Caitlin did 

not really understand why her mother 
was away, only that she had to leave for 
extended periods of time.

“To me my mom was leaving for a 
long time and that’s all that mattered,” 
Caitlin said. “That’s how it is for every 
little child though.” 

Now, Caitlin understands why 
her mother must be deployed, and 
makes sure that she stays up to date on 
news from wherever Staci is currently 
stationed. Recently when Staci was 
sent to the Middle East for six months, 
Caitlin made sure to be informed on 
what was going on in the region. 

“Even if her job doesn’t have her 
doing anything dangerous I still worry 
just because the Middle East is so 
unpredictable,” Caitlin said.

To help cope with this anxiety, Caitlin 
said she has a great group of supportive 
friends.  However, Caitlin said her 
friends do not always understand that 
she has grown up used to her mom being 
away for extended periods of time. 

“They don’t really understand that I’m 
used to my mom being away for months 
because their parents are always around,” 
Caitlin said.

Caitlin’s experience in a military 
family, has led her to want to pursue a 
military career of her own, including 
going to West Point Military Academy. 
Like her mom, Caitlin said she wants to 
help others.

“I want to go in a different path in the 
military from what she does, though what 
it is I’m not really sure,” Caitlin said.

“It was hard because I 
missed my mom, but I have 
more respect for her because 
of the choice she made 
going into the military.”

sophomore caitlin Bitzer

a special  
kind of pride
With family members stationed overseas 
in military deployments, some UA students 
share a unique experience

courtesy cAitlin bitZer

courtesy michAel volkin
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A Parent’s Pride
Staci’s career in the military has 

not only brought great pride to her 
daughter, but also to her mother, 
Theresa Oborny, who has served 
as Caitlin’s guardian during Staci’s 
deployments since 2000. Oborny 
said she has found great pride in her 
daughter’s service to her country, also.

“She not only served the U.S.A. 
during the Gulf War and Operation 
Enduring Freedom, but she felt that it 
was the best way for her to contribute to 
Caitlin’s upbringing,” Oborny said.

Oborny said that the most difficult 
part of Staci’s career is not only the 
knowledge that her daughter is in harm’s 
way, but also the hardship of not being 
in contact with her for weeks at a time.

Despite this uncertainty, Oborny said 
their experience as a military family has 
been a positive one. 

“[Our situation] has worked rather well,” 
Oborny said. “[And it has helped Caitlin to 
become] an awesome young lady.” 

Oborny also noted that they as a family 
try not to dwell on their situation.  

“It’s part of our lives,” she said.
As a mom, Staci Bitzer said that while 

being in the military has brought some 
difficulties, overall it has taught Caitlin 
valuable lessons. 

“[She has learned] the sense of 
responsibility, that hard work pays 
off, respect for people in all jobs and 
understanding of why I have to be gone 
for long periods of time,” Staci said.

To help Caitlin understand why she 
has to leave for months or even years at 
a time, Staci said she has kept an honest 
relationship with her daughter. 

“I have always been open and honest 
with my daughter, and communication is 
key no matter if you are home or away to 
keep any relationship,” Staci said.

As a family, the Bitzers have found 
ways to work through the difficult parts 
of their life in the military, but most 
importantly,  they have discovered a deep 
sense of pride in their involvement in 
helping their country.

Military Moms & Sisters
Although the Bitzers are an excellent 

example of a military family in the 
Upper Arlington community, they are 
not alone, as UAHS is host to several 
military families, in both students and 
staff. 

Sophomore Stephanie Small has three 
siblings in the military, and is proud of 
all of them for their sacrifices. 

“I’m proud that they would sacrifice 
for their country. In this day and age, that 
quality is hard to come by,” Small said.

While none of Small’s siblings have 
ever been deployed, she said that her 
brother’s strength has been tested in the 
Marine Corps boot camp. 

“Marine Corps boot camp puts people 
at their absolute physical and mental 
limit, and then builds them up into an 
unbreakable force,” Small said. “My 
family and I could definitely see my 
brother’s limits being stretched through 

his letters; however, this has only made 
my brother a stronger person today.”

Art teacher Donna Cornwell is another 
member of a military family at UAHS. 
Cornwell’s son Andrew Cornwell enlisted 
in the Marine Corps in June 2008, and 
he is currently in the infantry, which puts 
him on the front lines of fighting. 

As a military mom, Cornwell is 
extremely proud of her son’s decision to 
join the armed forces. 

“I am proud that he is willing to make 
sacrifices for his country. I am proud he 
gives 110 percent when he does his job 
and the way he takes pride in what and 
how he does it,” Cornwell said. 

As the first member of her family 
to ever join the military, Cornwell was 
surprised when Andrew told her he was 
enlisting. However, she was determined 
to support him, even though she did not 
know what to expect.

“I was nervous, shocked and uncertain, 
yet I was going to support him,” Cornwell 
said. “No one in my family had ever gone 
into the military before and I didn’t know 
what I was in for.”

Having a son on the front lines 
of battle can cause Cornwell great 
anxiousness and stress, particularly the 
fact that she is not able to be with her 
son when he is in danger.

“The hardest part is not being able 
to comfort him, protect him, and the 
uncertainty of what he is going through,” 
Cornwell said.

Saying goodbye to her son before 
he was deployed was the hardest thing 

For military families, one of the greatest hardships they 
face is the deployment of a family member overseas. the 
uncertainty of their safety coupled with the difficulty of not 

being able to stay in constant communication can cause families 
great stress. However, to help calm these anxieties, there are 
numerous support groups offering advice and comfort to families 
facing a deployment. 

one such organization is the department of defense military 
center, which provide families with support, keep them informed 
on their soldiers abroad, and to encourage self-sufficiency (http://
www.military.com/). a national organization, the department of 
defense has centers across the country to help provide families 
with local care. 

another organization dedicated to helping military families 
is the tragedy assistance program for survivors (taps), which is 
a national organization whose goal is to provide comfort and 
support to families who have lost  a military loved one (http://

www.taps.org/ ). taps has both a national hotline for offering 
support, as well as local grief seminars, peer and  online support 
groups, and good grief camps, which are family camps dedicated 
to giving families an outlet to have fun together while also 
learning to cope with the grief they are experiencing. 

Finally, they are a multitude of websites whose purpose is to 
provide families with information on dealing with deployments, 
and to provide an online community forum of military families 
to share experiences with one another and provide support. one 
of the largest military family websites is thesolidersFamily.com, 
which gives information on how to deal with both deployments 
and homecomings, giving ideas for care packages, as well bits of 
info families may want to stay connected with their soldier, such as 
knowing the time and weather of Baghdad and afghanistan. 

through organizations such as these, families are able to better 
cope with deployments and tragedies, and find comfort by talking 
with others who can share their experience.  •

military families often band together to offer support
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Cornwell said she has ever done, because 
she did not know for certain when she 
would see her son again. 

“Saying good-bye to him before a 
deployment is the most difficult thing 
because you know it could be the last time 
you ever say goodbye,” Cornwell said.

Cornwell also said that the 
uncertainty of her son’s safety causes her 
to worry.

“I am anxious every time there is a 
knock at the door because I am afraid 
there are Marines on my porch coming 
to notify me that my son was killed in 
action,” Cornwell said.

Although her son’s career causes great 
stress at times, Cornwell has found 
a deep sense of her pride in her son’s 
sacrifice. 

“I am proud of the loyalty he has 
developed for his fighting buddies,” she 
said, “and for his commitment to be the 
best he can be.”

Family Advice
While there are numerous stresses 

associated with having a family member 
in the military, families at UAHS say 
that there are many ways to cope with 
deployment.

As a parent in the military, Staci 
Bitzer said one such way is to keep 
occupied during deployments. 

“Keep busy, it will make time go by 
faster when someone is away,” she said.

Staci also said that when parents are 
home, they should make sure to set aside 
extra time to spend with their child.

“If you have children make sure that 
you do something special with each child 
that they will always remember when you 
are home,” Staci said.      

Most importantly though, Staci said 
to communicate. 

“With kids, be honest with them, 
teach them, and read to them, so they 
understand what life in the military is,” 
Staci said. 

And if the family, do not be afraid to 
ask for it.

“Don’t forget there are a lot of support 
groups and loved ones around, if you 
need help don’t be afraid to ask, we all 
need help sometimes,” Staci said.

As a military mom, Cornwell also 
had advice to share on life in a  
military family.

“Stay connected or get connected with 
other military families,” she said. “They 
provide support, knowledge, and actually 
know what you are going through.”

According to Counselor Allen Banks, 
who shares his professional advice 
with students who have parents in the 
military, using technology is vital to 
staying in touch.

“Use technology to your advantage 
through things such as e-mail and 
Skype,” Banks said. 

Also, Banks said to remember that 

though having a parent in the military 
can be difficult, it will help students grow 
to be stronger people.  

“Understand that while it is hard now 
if a parent is deployed, in time it will 
make you a stronger person,” Banks said.

For the millions of Americans who are 
part of a military family, the experience 
is a unique one. It is filled with both 
joy and hardship, as well as pride and 
strength. For Caitlin, it has provided her 
with a life’s passion for a future career, 
and a deep sense of pride for her mother’s 
loyalty to her country.  Although she and 
her family agreed that the experience 
of having a member deployed is a 
stressful one filled with uncertainty, the 
experience has built them into stronger 
people, and most importantly, filled 
them with pride.

“Just having her in the military makes 
me proud,” she said. •

Care packages provide 
comfort to soldiers 

not only do families at home need 
support during deployments, but 
soldiers serving overseas also need 

comfort during times of need. through the 
help of civilians at home, soldiers all over 
the world can enjoy the comforts of home 
in the form of care packages. 

organizations such as military missions 
and operation gratitude dedicate 
themselves to the cause of creating care 
packages filled with the everyday comforts 
of home to send to soldiers abroad. other 
organizations, such as adopt a u.s. soldier, 
work to match up civilians at home with 
soldiers abroad, so that the civilian may 
send the soldier both letters and care 
packages. through groups such as these, 
soldiers all over the world are able to feel 
the support of civilians at home.

in a typical care package, soldiers can find 
hats, gloves, and other winter clothes, travel 
sized toiletries, healthy snacks, travel-size 
board games, and even girl scout cookies. 
through packages such as this, soldiers not 
only get the necessities they need, but also 
receive a morale boost by knowing someone 
at home is thinking of them. •

for more InformatIon

if you would like to be involved in sending a care 
package, visit http://www.opgratitude.com/ or http://
www.military-missions.org/care-packages/. if you are 
interested in “adopting” a soldier, visit http://www.
adoptaussoldier.org/.

source: national militarY FamiilY association
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mary Beth	Griffith
i remember when i would carry my 

map around school so i could find my 
way through the halls my freshmen 

year. You know you did it too.  i was trying 
to hide it from the other students walking 
past, and always thinking to myself, Oh my 
God, can they smell that I’m a freshman?

i was so worried about being seen as 
a freshman that i would avoid making 
any kind of wave or even a ripple in 
the waters at the high school. i felt 
like everyday my tiny, little boat was 
being surrounded 
by these sharks, 
waiting for me to 
fall in. 

this continued 
until one day i 
stumbled upon a 
bigger boat as i 
stepped on to the 
main auditorium 
stage and the 
stage of the little 
theatre and 
suddenly i made 
this giant splash. i 
started talking to 
upperclassmen, 
befriending them, 
walking with my 
head a little higher in the halls each 
day. and as the years went on, instead 
of thinking, Oh God, they know I’m 
a underclassmen, i started thinking, 
Laugh now upperclassmen, but you’ll be 
gone soon and the class of 2011 will be 
in charge. 

i started not caring how many waves 
i made in the water, and i noticed other 
kids in our grade doing the same. soon, 
we were winning awards, becoming 
captains and getting our names on the 

big, white board in front of the school or 
in the newspaper. we all started rocking 
the waters of the high school and 
inspiring others.

if there is one thing i can say about 
the class of 2011 and the years i have 
spent with all of you, it would be that 
you are all very cool and classy kids. we 
have accomplished so much at the high 
school, and these four years were only 
the start.  

the waves we have made at the 
high school have 
washed up some 
amazing things on 
to the shores of 
upper arlington. 
From carrying 
maps in our tiny 
little boats and 
holding on to 
those maps for 
dear life, de-
bunking all the 
myths our middle 
schools taught 
us about high 
school and truly 
becoming this 
unified class of 
talented students 

in bigger, more confident boats, we 
have shown our strengths. 

i am very proud to say i am an upper 
arlington graduate of the class of 2011. 
there is no one with whom i would 
rather travel out into our new, separate, 
uncharted waters than you wonderful sea 
captains. so, let’s not be afraid to make 
waves our freshman year at college. let’s 
send tsunamis their way and show them 
all we have to offer. Happy and smooth 
sailings to you and your bright futures!

“I started not caring how 
many waves I made in 
the water, and I noticed 
other kids in our grade 
doing the same. Soon, 
we were winning awards, 
becoming captains and 
getting our names on the 
big, white board in front 
of the school or in the 
newspaper.”
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to sum up high school in one short sentence—it’s 
been the best four years of my life.  i’ve grown the 
most, learned the most, and had the most fun in the 

last four years than any of the other years of my life.  the 
people i’ve met and the experiences i’ve had are ones that 
will have an impression on me forever.  although it kept 
me extremely busy and stressed at some times, i am glad 
i became involved in so many different activities in high 
school.  cheerleading was definitely my favorite, though.  
getting to cheer for the football team 
every Friday night my senior year was 
so exciting and i will never forget all of 
the hilarious memories.

  if i have had to give underclassmen 
two pieces of advice, it would be to 
start working on capstone immediately, 
and to make yourself open to as many 
opportunities in high school as you 
possibly can.  oK, so the first one might 
be a joke (kind of ), but the second one 
is absolutely serious!  so many things in 
high school i went into thinking it was 
going to be so pointless and a waste of 
my time, but i always ended up having 
such a great time and being so glad that 
i went.  For example, i went on the symphonic choir new 
York trip this year, and before i left i was stressing out about 
how much school work i had and i was thinking about how 
i really should just stay home since i’d already been to new 

York a few times before and had seen all there was to see.  
However, the new York trip was one of the best 

experiences of my life and it is something i will never forget.  
i saw so many new things that i would never see if i went to 
new York on my own.  so if there’s one single thing i could 
let every single incoming freshman know, it would be to go 
into things with an open mind and to not shut down every 
opportunity that comes his or her way.

all throughout my high school career, i have been 
looking forward to all of the traditions 
that the seniors do every year, and 
now, one by one, they are finally 
approaching.  senior night for 
cheerleading, senior breakfast, senior 
prom, senior tag, and finally, the seniors’ 
last day.  all of these events lead up to 
one thing: graduation.  

i can’t wait for it to come, but it 
hasn’t hit me yet that all of the people 
i am so used to seeing every day of 
my life are not going to be there next 
year.  people i have grown up with 
since elementary school will no longer 
be walking through the halls with 
me.  i am going to miss these people 

very much, and also the environment in which we all came 
together: upper arlington High school. 

thanks for a fabulous four years and a lifetime of 
memories, ua!

molly	Germain

“I can’t wait for 
[graduation] to come, but 
it hasn’t hit me yet that 
all of the people I am so 
used to seeing every day 
of my life are not going to 
be there next year... I am 
going to miss these people 
very much.”
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erik Krause

Although i thought the photo 
shoot and write-up for this story 
was about the sexiest people 

alive, i was informed after my first draft 
that this was not the case and had to start 
over. to put it rather bluntly, i was mildly 
upset. after three strongly worded letters 
to Arlingtonian, firing my agent, and a 
class-action lawsuit, here i am writing this 
reflection piece.

well we are all about to close this 
chapter in our lives, and whether or not 
i have any position to speak about said 
chapter, i will. High school is, i would say, 
the very first step in discovering who you 
are, what you do well and what you like. 
the amount that some people change 
in high school is astounding, and it is 
the first step among many. this change 
can be for the better, or for the worse, or 
really make no difference at all—it is all 
part of finding ourselves.  i walked into 
this high school an ignorant republican 
who thought i had it all figured out. i 
will be walking out of this high school 
an ignorant moderate who has nothing 
figured it.

actually, i’m glad i don’t have it all 
figured out. what would be the point 
of the rest of my life if i figured it all 
out when i was 18? i’m excited for the 
adventure. i may not have my life or 
what i want to do figured out, but i am 

slowly discovering who i am. i remember 
a couple years ago a student told me 
they thought i was a “fruit.” this comment 
deeply upset me. today, if someone told 
me they thought i was a fruit, i would tell 
them i think they are a vegetable. i may 
be a fruit, but i am happy to be one and if 
you are a vegetable, although i know it’s 
not as easy, still love who you are. 

and if you are a tomato, well, good 
luck! in this path to discovering yourself, 
it isn’t always easy or fun. some people 
may look back on their high school 
years and say, Man, those were the best 
years of my life. i am happy to say i will 
probably never be one of those people. 
For some of us, high school has been 
shit, others oK, some great, and some 
off and on. some of the most successful, 
interesting, and innovative people 
suffered in their high school years. High 
school is an immature and close-minded 
environment that can often squelch the 
most expansive minds. 

i just want to say to those who had 
a rough time in high school, the time 
to shine is in the years to come. and 
to those who had a great time in high 
school, i applaud you. But don’t look 
back and say these were the best years 
of your life—you have many more to 
look forward to. the future is an exciting 
place, or so i’m told.

“Actually, I’m glad I don’t 
have it all figured out. 
What would be the point 
of the rest of my life if I 
figured it all out when I 
was 18? I’m excited for the 
adventure.”
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michael 
Huntley
3:05, that quintessential but ludicrously 

unreachable time that every student 
looks forward to. teachers may as 

well stop teaching after 3:00, unless they 
have the pulmonary and vocal capacity 
of mr. toohey and can drown out the 
snapping shut of binders and the zipping 
of backpacks. oh, 3:05. why do you evade 
me so? at what point does every second 
become an hour, every hour a year? 3:05. 
as i write this, i have finally reached the 
unreachable. i have fulfilled the student 
destiny that seems so impossible each 
morning as of 8:05. i have completed my 
service. my sentence 
is over. it is 3:05.

3:05 a.m.. what 
the hell am i doing 
up? How is this 
even possible? my 
parents complain 
about a nine-to-
five eight-hour 
workday, but i’m 
stuck with an eight-
to-three nineteen-
hour workday at 
age 18? does this 
hour even exist? i 
was pretty certain 
that the night ended at midnight and 
skipped straight to 7:00 (“7:00 a.m. waking 
up in the morning, got to be fresh, got to 
go downstairs…”). But the clock is either 
broken, or it really is 3:05 a.m..

get used to it, folks. such is life at this fine 
establishment, the upper arlington High 
school. well it doesn’t really have to be life. i 
guess i should specify that such is my life at 
this fine establishment, the upper arlington 

High school. From spending five hours in 
the pool every day for most of the year to 
taking seven ap/iB classes and using lunch 
as a study hall most days, there isn’t much 
time for sleep. “sleeping is for imbeciles,” 
says david ma’s skype quote.

that being said, i should probably add 
that at least some of this is my fault. okay, i 
inarguably have quite a bit going on in my 
life, but my time management skills have a 
tendency to be at least marginally lacking. 
maybe that’s a result of trying to tackle so 
many activities, or maybe it’s just a part of 
who i am. in either case, i’m still up, this 

reflection still isn’t 
finished, and i have 
five ap and iB tests 
this coming week.

i should probably 
stop scaring the 
young’uns. High 
school isn’t all bad. 
You almost certainly 
will not get shoved 
into lockers by 
terrifyingly massive 
upperclassmen, 
and you won’t get 
sent to the principal 
for whispering 

to a friend. what you will do is indulge 
yourself in some of the most interesting 
and diverse experiences you’ll ever have. 
many aspects of your life will change as 
you move through high school. You’ll be 
sorry to see some of them go, and you’ll 
be glad to be done with others. and 
there’ll always be someone there to help 
you through all of this.

make some friends. the kid sitting 

alone at the lunch table probably isn’t the 
person he’s made out to be. the kids in 
math club are probably a lot cooler than 
you think they are (i can actually testify to 
this one). the popular girls probably aren’t 
so judgmental, and even the teachers 
will probably talk to you if you ask. if 
you’ve even passed by mr. greenhill in the 
hallway, you already know this to be true.

when it’s the fourth quarter of senior 
year, you’re going to want someone to 
kick back with on a sunny sunday and 
say, “remember the time when we stayed 
up until 4 a.m. writing and practicing our 
speeches for summer public speaking? 
Yeah… that sucked” (or something to 
that effect). You’re going to want to share 
your bouts of nostalgia, and to enrich your 
reflections by having someone to agree 
with you. 

we truly get an excellent education at 
this fine establishment, the upper arlington 
High school. what form that education 
takes is ultimately up to you. i know that 
i’ve learned things that i won’t forget any 
time soon. academics, sure. camaraderie, 
without a doubt. How to Bs a college essay, 
certifiably. Knowing the most efficient route 
to Zuppa for Zuppa thursdays is perhaps 
the crowning achievement of them all. 

“The kid sitting alone at 
the lunch table probably 
isn’t the person he’s made 
out to be. The kids in 
Math Club are probably a 
lot cooler than you think 
they are. The popular 
girls probably aren’t so 
judgemental...”
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i was asked to write a reflection of my years at upper arlington 
High school. my natural response was to sit and think a while. 
then to think a bit more.  i was overwhelmed so i wrote a list 

of the things i might want to remember 10 years from now. the 
list was long and i was still overwhelmed.

i realized several things when reflecting upon my list of 
memories.  First of all, it’s been “a real slice.”  second, i’m a 
wildly changed person. third, i didn’t do that myself. and most 
importantly, i concluded there is absolutely no possible way 
to properly thank the people who’ve helped change me.  i’ve 
grown up and 99 percent of that is in thanks to the people i’ve 
loved—the people who’ve loved me.

i continued to write my list; my list became names.  part way 
through, i realized these names had a common theme.  they 
were all teachers.  whether or not they were school teachers, 
my neighbor a few houses down, or the people i spent time 
with on the weekends was irrelevant. to all my teachers: You are 
inconceivably valuable.  consider the rest of this essay some sort 
of dedication to these friends. they deserve your thought.

now, this is the part where you point and say “there it is!” 
because, as you may have expected after reading my name, 
i am about to tell you about community school.  if there is a 
select group i owe my change to, the growth i speak so fondly 
of, it’s to the congregation in room 119.  there’s something 
incredibly magical about what happens to you when you’re 
given the kind of freedom, the kind of love and the sense 
of community i found with these people.  in this classroom, 
kids ask “why?” and the teachers respond by encouraging 
individuality and independent thought.  this room didn’t feel 
like a classroom—i rarely stared at the clock or doodled an 
entire period away because i genuinely wanted to be there.  

Very few high 
school students 
can say that 
about school with 
sincerity—that 
they genuinely 
wanted to be there. Kids outside felt cold and judgmental—
kids inside didn’t care what color my hair was, who i was 
dating, or whether or not i wore the same pants two days in a 
row.  it was comfortable (another rarity in high school: comfort).

there was understanding and closeness in this place.  mrs. 
Hasebrook, ms. reese, and mr. Yant became melissa, lynn, 
and scott to some.  we were friends.  i’ll never forget the little 
things. Hasebrook, on her summer vacation, thought of me 
and gifted me a bag of fabric.  she cared about my interests 
outside of english class. How unique it is, for a teacher to care 
like that. i’ll never forget the day reese and i dressed up as each 
other for Halloween (cait as Hasebrook, tony as Yant).  lastly, i 
won’t forget the many days Yant taught us sympathy the way a 
father might. You all are more than teachers. You deserve all the 
respect this school can give. additionally, although i’ve not had 
you as teachers, you’ve sacrificed something large to be a part 
of the community school, i truly admire you mr. Bolognese, mr. 
schuster, and mr. silliman.

Between periods there were high five’s, dance parties, 
snowball fights, and bear hugs.  outside the building there were 
campfire sing-a-longs, pizza lunch outings, pool parties and so 
on.  to most reading this, we were just the loud kids at the end 
of the hall or the kids wearing funny outfits. to the people who 
understand: thank you. thank you for changing me.  i’m proud 
of how i’ve grown because of you.

sophie	lee
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the only reason we agreed to write 
a senior reflection was because 
corey mcmahon asked us to as a 

favor.  on our own we both refused but 
being able to do one together, we figured 
it would be easy enough to Bs. this was 
still a bad choice.  neither of us have 
any motivation to actually put together 
anything of substance.  even the photo 
shoot for this piece was painful.

However, in this moment of strife, we 
both realized that everything in life comes 
down to a little perspective, because lets 
face it: this is only high school.  after all, 
it could be much worse. Ben could’ve 
been off making a new best friend and 
andrew would have been stuck on a bus 
alone, wet, hungry and cold. if you haven’t 
gotten it yet, we are actually best friends; 
it’s totally awesome.

what we are trying to say is that your 
problems may seem big in high school, 
but there is always a reason to look on 
the upside. no matter what grade you 
are, college is only a few years (maybe 
one if you’re a junior, unless you get held 
back). so always remember to not get 

wrapped up in that which may seem like 
it’s important at the time, but to focus on 
having some fun and getting along with 
your friends.

But grades are also important. so 
whenever you are stressed because you 
missed “the big rager” (translation: party) 
last weekend, don’t worry, there will be 
another. we promise. 

when either of us would freak out 
because our gpa’s were slipping from 
a 4.2 to a 4.1, we just remembered that 
there would be another quarter to get a 
4.3. (Yeah those are our grades.) or when 
it seemed impossible to handle the duties 
of being the track or football captains, 
we would remind each other that sports 
are supposed to be enjoyed not stressed 
over, and we had fun.

so in conclusion, we all need to realize 
that perspective is key. Keep your eyes 
forward and look to do better at what is 
really important to you. and yes, we were 
both in cum laude society. and if you 
are a little taken aback by this reflection, 
just get some perspective and realize this 
doesn’t matter.

Ben Grindle-deGraaf
& andrew Mariotti
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i’ve been dancing for 13 years at the 
lovely marjorie Jones schools, inc. and 
i have devoted almost every minute 

of my life to dance. it has taught me 
confidence, poise, elegance, and other 
numerous benefits. when i’m on that stage, 
i have no fear. i am free to express myself 
through my movements. one thing dance 
hasn’t taught me is verbal presentation. 
there is no need to speak while dancing; 
the movement does it for you. so on that 
fateful second day of high school way 
back in 2008, while i sat as one of the three 
freshmen in public speaking class, i was 
a little more than terrified. i didn’t know 
a single upperclassman in the room and 
i wasn’t particularly close with any of the 
other freshmen. as the first speech was 

assigned to the class, i kept thinking fearfully 
of how i was going to be able to stand 
up there, a little kid of 14, and talk for an 
allotted amount of time in front of students, 
some of whom resembled adults.  it just 
wasn’t going to happen. 

i got up to the podium with sweaty 
palms and butterflies in my stomach and 
started to introduce myself through the 
three items in my bag. i spoke about each 
item, one by one, and still felt like i was 
going to vomit all 
over the floor. But 
then i pulled out 
my pointe shoe. i 
began discussing 
all the details 
about my dance 
passion and told 
my audience about 
my studio, the types 
of class i took, etc. i immediately felt more 
comfortable. talking about dance made 
me realize all the great skills it has brought 
me. at that moment, i realized that all i 
need in life is a little bit of confidence and 
everything will go the right way.

as public speaking class progressed 
through the year, it got easier and easier 
to talk to the same kids through each 
speech, and i suddenly learned that these 
kids are doing the same thing i am, and 
we’re all in the same boat. i got more 
comfortable through each speech, and 
felt like i could handle anything. But then 
came the day that the “Book speech” was 
assigned. I have to do what? Read a book 
with different voices? In front of all these 
upperclassmen? I’m only 14, I can’t handle 
any of this! i started to see my life flash 
before my eyes. i couldn’t believe what 
this class was asking me to do. talking like 
a five-year-old and hopping around like a 
rabbit? Yeah, right. that fateful day came 
when i had to read aloud to my peers. 
i went up again, with butterflies in my 
stomach and sweaty palms. right before 
i looked at my note cards, i flashed back 
to that first speech and remembered the 
pointe shoe and how confidence was on 

my side. i could do this, all i had to do was 
keep calm and confident. i looked at my 
first note card, and began…

throughout these four years at upper 
arlington, confidence has led me to be 
the person i am today, graduating from 
high school and going off to college. with 
just a little bit of confidence, i was able to 
meet more people, expand my interests, 
and round out my personality to what it 
is. my thirteen years of dancing have really 

paid off through 
every speech, 
presentation, and 
interview i’ve 
endured through 
the last four years 
and i know that 
dancing at the ohio 
state university 
will bring me even 

more assurance in all the hurdles i have 
to overcome through my life. as i look 
forward to all the new friends i will meet 
in college, all the relationships i will form, 
and all the job interviews i will have to 
endure, i will always flashback to my days 
in public speaking, feeling so afraid, and 
will always remember all the skills with 
words it brought me. 

over the past four years i’ve learned 
that my biggest critics are my friends 
and without any sort of belief in myself, 
their criticisms would surely crush me. 
i’ve learned how to take constructive 
criticism at face value, dissect it, and use 
it to shape myself to be a better person. 
i’ve come to the reality that there will be 
those criticizing me in everything i do, 
someone always there to tear me down, 
and without confidence in myself, they 
will succeed. dance brought me the 
confidence i needed to succeed in public 
speaking and public speaking brought 
me the confidence i needed with words. it 
was a perfect combination to start off my 
freshman year, to set me up for success in 
my remaining years in high school. For all 
you non-performers out there, all you need 
is confidence.  • 

elissa	snouffer

“I’ve learned how to take 
constructive criticism at 
face value, dissect it and 
use it to shape myself to be 
a better person.”
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No matter where we go or who we become, we will always be Golden Bears
american university
Janine Berger
nathaniel Zimpher 

anderson university
Kelsey overmyer

asbury university
Katherine mcmahon 

aveda Institute
Holly ciampa

Baylor university
connor Hook

Boston College
Julia melvin 

Boston university
sidd padture
Victor Verlage

Bowling green state 
university

emily Burt
devon chrisman
Katherine crowell
austin Jones

Brigham young 
university

Johanna welling
 
Butler university
Billy weldon

California Institute of 
technology

Helen evans

Capital university
tyler Birch
Katherine luikart
Victoria Valentino

Carnegie mellon 
university

Jeffrey cole
david mehrle

Case Western reserve 
university

laura Huber
Joe Xiang

Cedarville university
Victoria adams

Centre College
madeline auge

Chamberlain College 
of nursing

Brittney Harder

Clemson university
Katherine Jones

Colgate university
anna cadwallader

College of Charleston
charles coons
abigail tennenbaum

College of mount 
saint Vincent

Bo Fisher

Colorado school of 
mines

matthew murphy iii

Columbus College of 
art and Design

emily cole

Columbus College of 
art and Design

mary devillebichot
richard Zhang

Columbus state 
Community College

meral aboghaba
ryan adamo
william argo
Brian Ball
delaney Bertino
stephen Buescher
cassidy cartmille
matthew cash
Felicity clark
travis clements
 christa crook
michelle Friel
todd Frizzell
Kirk Furey
Victoria garcia-Basanez
martin gorman
Yaz Hares
Jessica Harris
chelsi Hutchins
Benjamin ross
damon rothgeb
michael schiltz 

Davidson College
Kristy Helscel
azalea tang

Denison university
elizabeth grant
charles Houk
lucas Johnson
alex lloyd
Kaitlyn milillo
Kyle Vesper

Depaul university
James watson 

Depauw university
erin o’Brien
John patton
eric Vannatta

Dickinson College
emma Frair

Drexel university
paul mandell 

flagler College
douglas radcliff

fordham university
ellen sanderson

gallaudet university
amanda penny 

georgetown university
connor pitman 

gettysburg College
adam narwicz 

harvard university
michael Huntley
 
hope College
mandy pendery
lauren wade 

Indiana university at 
Bloomington

lindsey gardiner
alison gerlach
amanda loch 

Ithaca College
Kenton Bueche 

Kent state university
michelle Botomogno
simone Jackson-richards
emily Jacoby
lauren preston 

Kenyon College
sarah Hobbs
michael Jeffers
rachel rhee
anna walley
 

Keuka College
Jonathan Borchert

Lake erie College
courtney lang 

Louisiana state 
university

lilyanne randle 

marietta College
Karen Halsey 

massachusetts Institute 
of technology

peter Kleinhenz
david perez 

miami university
James Bean ii
marguerite Jean Beck
michael Berg
courtney Burgtorf
leighann cordle
andrew dakin
ryan daughters
Benjamin Foster
Jordan griebner
Kyle Hatton
Brooke Hauser
derek Hessler
alexis Koon
antoinette lentz
michelle navarre
Kelsey o’Brien
patrick o’neill iii
gretchen pearson
nathan sheffer
danielle smart
Brian sullivan
amy trace
alex west
david whalen
adriana wheeler
andrew Young

michigan state 
university

Jacob decrane

 

mount Carmel College 
of nursing

allie Bish

mount holyoke 
College

madeline crone
megha rimal
stephanie stuckwisch

muskingum university
william Kiourtsis

new york university
sarah garrett 

northwestern 
university

adrienne Jenq
corey mcmahon 

oberlin College
isabella esler 

ohio Dominican 
university

sara elaine mehr 

ohio university
emily Baas
Jeremy Badley
Benjamin Berens
Jack Bowman
Jaclyn Brown
nickolas camillo
carly caton
stacie chapman
alexander cottingham
amber damiani
mark Finneran
sydney good
lauren Hall
Jordan John
Bikal Kandel
andrew J Karram
matthew lewis
Katelyn macKinnon
patrick magill
neil mcKenzie
mallory miller
patrick nida
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cody palmer
andrew post
Jack sansbury
will seymour
alexander sherer
emily steel
John steigerwalt
william stines
audrey williams

ohio Wesleyan 
university

stephen Barnett
Kevin mccarley
mary corbett
Bethany Yunker

oregon College of art 
& Craft

sophie lee

otterbein university
ali stone 

pennsylvania state 
university

amber roberts 

pratt Institute
emily miller

princeton university
Jean choi
Yeri lee 

purdue university
alexander michael
allison staub
david stroh
 
rollins College
alison edwards
sterling miller 

savannah College of 
art and Design

Jacob giddens

 

sewanee: the 
university of the 
south

elizabeth sega

southern adventist 
university

emily scriven

southern methodist 
university

Kelly Kiser 

southern Virginia 
university

 michael Kilstrom

st. John’s College
david takamura

temple university
ian abell 

the Catholic university 
of america

raymond magorien

the College of Wooster
amy Huffenberger
Hanna mascari 

the Culinary Institute 
of america

Kayla stock

the george Washington 
university

adam rabe

the ohio state 
university

Zaynab ali amin
Hemza Khalid azzam
sarah Barringer
michael Benatar
Kevin Bloomfield
Justin Boyer
casey Branson
conor Bruce
Zheng che
alexander clark
grace crumrine
Katrin daehn
ameya deshmukh
gus dieker
andrew digby
wesley ewing
emily Fitz
charles goettler
Judith gundlach

charles Hess
parijat Jha
nicholas Julian
Jeffrey liao
John lynch
Julia mains
Bridget mcgovern
leah moody
cristian diego morales
Vivek murahari
Jennifer olix
emily orr
maria paskell
grace pierman
Henry randle
samuel randolph
michael rogers
david ross
James schott
diandra showe
Kailey simmons
elissa snouffer
eric spencley
collin stewart
James stock
Kelsey storer
sydney stype
Xhonela suli
Jessie sun
andrew sylvester
Brooke theiss
madelyn tiberi
luke treece
ina Verija
lauren Vidmar
Bryan wang
tzu-Yun wang
Yan wang
caitlin weaver
alexander whitcomb
mary Jane wilburn
nathan mccready
taylor rushton
aladin saleh
riley sinclair
carolyn updegraff
curtis dumond
Jacob Johns
cody lindsey
michael losacco
Bobby nicoloulias
alec santa-emma
lauren Vidmar
Haley williams
Jeffrey wood 

the university of akron
mary Beth griffith

the university of 
alabama

audrey denehy
mitchell white 

the university of 
arizona

amy thompson 

trinity College
sarah watson

tufts university
Hannah dorfman
Jinming Zhang 

university of 
California at Davis

david lee Jr 

university of California 
at san Diego

Xiaoyu lu 

university of Cincinnati
spencer Beery
Kasey Bennett
alexander chin
emma davis
sophia epitropoulos
lauren Frericks
claudia Jaquith
Jaclyn lowery
alex mascari
nicholas padavana
wesley richter
Zachary schafer
Joseph simon
michael tompkins
dylan widner 

university of Colorado 
at Boulder

alison gilbert
matthew gusching
Keely moore 

university of 
Connecticut

adriane ghidotti 

university of Dayton
Jenna Fracasso
Joseph gerlach
sara giuliani
arthur norman
andrew pottschmidt
sara Vaughan
christopher watson 

university of Kentucky
molly lex
logan Valtz 

university of mary 
Washington

Zachary rosen

university of maryland
alexandra dosmann
Kohei Yamaguchi 

university of mississippi
Zhanna Zoretic 

university of notre 
Dame

Jordan russell 

university of pittsburgh
sarah allaire
Hannah royer 

university of the pacific
ava cramp 

university of toledo
scott waldstein

university of utah
Keeley mccormick

us military
Joshua Voorhees
Jason somerville
david merwin

utah Valley university
Job welling

Vanderbilt university
olivia copelan
genevieve inbusch
simeng miao

Virginia polytechnic 
Institute and state 
university

Kayla Hammerberg
andrew mariotti

Wabash College
James stuckwisch

Washington state 
university

michelle david

 

Washington university 
in st. Louis

david ma
 
Wellesley College
elizabeth white

Williams College
diana Kang

Wittenberg university
alexis Baker
sarah cummings
andrew deVore
John mikes
Kyler morgan
caroline stechison
mary clare Yerke 

Wright state university
thomas shively

special thanks to Julie 
Hartfelder for providing 
this list through the
upper arlington college 
center.

Arlingtonian regrets any 
errors or inadvertant 
omissions to the senior 
destinations list. 

to ensure corrections 
appear in the 2011 
Norwester yearbook, please 
email the Norwester staff at 
uanorwester@yahoo.com 
by monday, June 6.

pHoto collage BY KristY 
Helscel
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senior projects, in essence, are meant for seniors to research a 
topic they are passionate about and create something from 
that passion. 

Senior Max Wilson said he has known for some time what 
his passion is. For his senior Odyssey project, Wilson decided to 
write a novel.

“Writing is something that has always come naturally to me,” 
Wilson said. “But only last year did I start writing recreationally and 
kicking stories around in my head for bigger projects.”

Wilson, a community school student, viewed the project as an 
opportunity, rather than a school assignment. Community school 
seniors are released from community school classes for the entire 
fourth quarter to work on their Odyssey projects. For Wilson, it was 
only fitting to use his free time to write a novel, something that he 
had longed to do—something that he was passionate about.

“It seemed like a natural progression to end my senior year of 
high school writing a book given that I had been given the time,” 
Wilson said. “Granted to me with the Odyssey project.”

So far, at this stage in the process, Wilson has given the novel the 
title, Eating the Ram’s Head and Fig Leaf. However, when Wilson 
began to describe the plot, he found himself in the middle of a 
ramble, jumping from one theme to another and meshing them into 
one monster of a story. Once he stopped to take a breath, though, 
he attempted to simplify it as much as possible.

“It’s really hard to describe and sum up,” he said. “There’s so 
much going on, but it’s sort of like a gonzo-
noir in space, circulating around a fake 
Greek mythology book written during the 
Renaissance about the start of humanity as a 
higher intellectual concept.” 

To make it even simpler, he described it as 
a hero’s journey, with a commentary on the 
necessity of human existence.

When Wilson confronted his teachers 
with the plan to write a novel and such an 
elaborate plot-line, Wilson said his teachers 
could not have been more supportive. 

“My teachers were all incredibly 
supportive,” Wilson said. “The Odyssey is very individualized and for 
the most part I’m completely on my own, checking in once a week 
with my adviser, [Melissa] Hasebrook, just to see if I’m still on track.”

Wilson has appeared to be nothing but dedicated through his 
journey. If it takes nothing else to be a writer, it takes dedication.

“Something I’ve learned from trying to get published if you want 
to be a writer [is that] you never stop writing,” Wilson said. “If it 

doesn’t get out there, or if it does, it doesn’t matter. If you want to be 
a writer you just got to keep on writing.”

Everyday during the school week, Wilson is released from school 
for his afternoon classes. He will oftentimes spend his afternoon 
working on completing his novel and on his Odyssey project; 
however, Wilson’s writing is not limited to his computer, and it is 
not only written in his home. For him, whenever inspiration hits, no 

matter where he is, he writes it down at that 
very moment.

“Every day after I finish my morning 
classes, I take out a pen and a notepad and 
write as I walk home,” Wilson said. “Once 
I get home, I take out all my notes and 
sometimes entire passages from my notepad 
and work it into my steadily-growing, three 
Word documents: my character map, basic 
outline and final document.”

Such dedication has led Wilson to where 
he is today, which is on the path to finishing 
a novel. But the feat of publication is not 

necessarily one that Wilson finds to be necessary to be satisfied. For 
Wilson, the completion of a novel is enough for him.

“I’m going to hopefully get the book bound when I’m done, just 
to have a final piece in my hands if it doesn’t get published,” Wilson 
said. “Not that I’m not going to try and get it published, I’m just 
not going to get my hopes up. If this is just something to sit in my 
desk drawer while I work on my next one, it’ll be worth it.”  •

As students put the finishing touches 
on their senior projects, senior  
Max Wilson works to finalize his novel, 
eating the ram’s Head and Fig leaf
by bo fisher, ´11

“Writing is something 
that has always come 
naturally to me. But only 
last year did I start writing 
recreationally and kicking 
stories around in my head.” 
       

senior max wilson

senior max wilson carries a notepad with him to write down story ideas. wilson 
said story ideas can come to him at any time.

photo by corey mcmAhon

the odyssey of a writer
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photo by hAnnAh royer

by carly tovell, ´13

�	 n the homes across Upper 
Arlington, students throw on jeans 
and T-shirts as they rush out the 

door late for a “parking spot” at school. 
These careless school fashion ideals are not 
fitted for Upper Arlington High School’s 
“fashionista,” junior Roo Cotter. 

Beep Beep Beep. Her hand slaps the top 
of the alarm clock; set on the side table 
next to her Tommy Hilfiger designed bed. 
Rolling out of her sheets at 6:30 a.m., 
she effortlessly tosses on her white skinny 
jeans, one-of-a-kind black Tom’s wedges, a 
perfectly tailored jacket, high-waisted belt 
and the latest accessories. 

With 1,804 students at UAHS, the 
slim chance of knowing every student at 
the school is apparent. But for Cotter she 
has made a mark in most students’ minds 
with her flawless personal style. Passersby 
of Cotter in the halls of UAHS will see a 
multitude of the most recent trends and 
styles worn throughout the year. You may 
be wondering why Cotter has such a strong 
interest in clothing, it is just school, right? 

But for the aspiring fashion guru and stylist, 
Roo Cotter is in the pursuit of making her 
name in the fashion industry. 

Chasing a career in the cut-throat 
fashion industry is a challenge Cotter is 
willing to take on, along with many young 
women today. But Cotter has a leg up on 
the competition. She decided at a young 
age that she wanted to chase her dream 
of working in fashion. Cotter participates 
in the Columbus Ohio Nordstrom B.P. 
Fashion Board, to help jump-start her 

involvement in the business. The B.P. 
Fashion Board is an opportunity for young 
girls to learn and get involved in the 
business. The members have chances to 
meet important people of the industry. 

“Fashion board helps me learn about the 
industry; we have had guest speakers talk 
about their job and what it entails,” Cotter 
said. “For instance, we had a Nordstrom 
personal stylist come in and describe a typical 
day and what it was like working with clients 
and what certain things they have to do.”

Cotter described the types of 
assignments she has received as a member 
of the Board.

“The projects vary, but usually we get 
a general assignment and we can make it 
into our own presentation. I have done a 
Powerpoint, a binder, magazine, a collage, 
and all sorts of creative stuff,” she said. “It’s 
nice because we generally get to present 
things our way and in ways we feel most 
creative and have a chance to develop our 
skills on our own.” 

Students like sophomore Abby Godard, 
who also participates on the B.P. Fashion 
Board, can apply for an art credit through 

“Going into fashion is 
more than just being able 
to dress well, you have to 
have business knowledge 
and be able to satisfy 
customers, bosses, or any 
other person in your field.”

Junior roo cotter
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Junior roo cottor takes her time to 
precisely put together the perfect outfit 
for each event. (shown above) cotter uses 
her fashion sense to piece together a look 
for school. 

Junior Roo Cotter pursues her lifelong dream  
while getting a head start in the fashion industry

A
 �t��  in the right direction



independent studies for next school year. 
Godard shares how she is planning on flex 
crediting an art credit through Fashion Board.

 “I have to fill out an application and 
a board reviews it, accepting or denying a 
presentation of a compilation of my work 
from participating in Fashion Board. 
Some things I did 
include: make a 
shirt, magazine 
and a 30-page 
book where I 
styled friends for 
a fashion shoot. I 
did their makeup 
and hair and took 
pictures of them, to 
show spring trends, 
which was my 
fashion project. I 
have made jewelry 
along with sketches and figure drawings, 
which I will all show to the board when 
applying for one full art credit.”

Leaders who hold top-notch positions 
within the Nordstrom headquarters run the 
fashion board. Each meeting—occurring 
once a month—features a theme and a lesson 
where the members learn about the industry. 
Members are given projects to work on from 
what they learned and often have speakers 
who have jobs closely related to the lesson of 
the month. The most recent lesson was taught 
about the recent trend—designers going 
green. The speaker in charge of the “Savvy” 
Nordstrom section informed members about 
the new “eco-friendly” trend that designers are 

implementing in their line, in order to appeal 
to a larger consumer group. 

“It was inspiring and motivating to hear 
the newest trends from an insider who works 
in the business. We got to see how they view 
new trends and she talked to us about all of 
the current trends,” Cotter said.  

Due to the 
advanced decision of 
Cotter pursuing her 
love for fashion, she is 
ahead of the game and 
will continue to make 
future goals for herself 
in the industry. 

Although 
Nordstrom, home of 
the B.P. Fashion Board 
opportunity, offers 
retail internships, 
Cotter has decided 

to continue her learnings with a summer 
internship at a high-end boutique.  

“I know I will learn numerous new things 
about fashion and business that I can’t get 
in a classroom setting. Your abilities and 
knowledge aren’t truly tested until you are in 
a real-life situation doing something, which 
is why I want an opportunity like this,” 
Cotter said. “It will prepare me for future 
jobs and classes in college.”

Owner and manager of Ladybird, a 
high-end fashion boutique on High Street, 
Columbus native Allison Jayjack agrees with 
the importance of getting involved in the 
industry early. Jayjack is a formal Marshall 
University student who majored in Fashion 

�atherine	�lasket

� ollowing in the footsteps of 
her successful father william 

plasket—vice president of the 
limited brand company, bath and 
body works—sophomore catherine 
plasket is exploring her interests in 
the fashion industry.

plasket has always been rather 
familiar with the business, but 
she recently had eye-opening 
opportunities to help expand her 
horizons in the industry. plasket 
experienced two days of shadowing 
at the victoria’s secret headquarters in 
columbus, ohio. 

“i’ve always been interested in 
the business since i was little, but 
after getting the chance to see what 
really goes on at the headquarters of 
big companies like victoria’s secret,” 
plasket said. “i was convinced that i 
want to have a career in marketing 
in the industry.”

when behind the scenes, plasket 
was able to see the process of 
creating themes and ideas for the 
brand and the store. 

“the people in charge of marketing 
create huge inspiration boards that 
have collages of pictures including the 
latest trends, and themes and colors 
they think would work for the store in 
the upcoming seasons,” she said.

Although the work is meticulous 
and there is much at stake, plasket 
hopes to get a step up when attacking 
the marketing workforce when she 
is older with the helping hands and 
mentoring she has undergone.  •

four	ways	to	get	started	in	the	fashion	industry

1 
CompLete internsHips: these provide opportunities to help students 

experience the work force before deciding what they ultimately want to do. 
internships help students build relationships as well as an understanding for 
the industry. 

2 
MAjor	or	Minor	in	fAsHion	MercHAnDise: most jobs in fashion require 
basic knowledge of the industry, so having a major in fashion gives you a 
leg up on the ins and outs to make it in the business. 

3 
MAjor	or	Minor	in	Business	or	coMMunicAtions: the business side 

of the industry is becoming more and more prominent as time goes on, so 
being able to understand the business side of the workforce is a key part of 
the industry.

4 
volunteer	for	fAsHion	events: upper arlington students have 
volunteered to help set up and run local fashion shows like the rowe 
Boutique fashion show. these are opportunities for students to experience 
the fashion world firsthand. 

“Your abilities and 
knowledge aren’t truly tested 
until you are in a real-life 
situation doing something... 
[A summer internship] will 
prepare me for future jobs 
and classes in college.” 

Junior roo cotter
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Merchandise and has worked throughout 
her youth to become a successful women in 
the industry. Jayjack has had her fair share 
of experiences that helped her to achieve 
her success.

“Throughout college I had internships 
with local jewelers and sunglass vendors, 
which helped me to land my job in New 
York City working 
for the freelance 
designer Alicia 
Belle,” she said. 

Jayjack had 
several tasks to 
complete while 
working under Belle, 
some of which she 
has implemented 
into her own career. 
Jayjack has been able 
to able some of the 
abilities she learned 
under Belle, helping 
her when she began 
her own store. 

“She was just 
moving her office 
from Chicago to New York so I helped her 
with fittings and appointments,” Jayjack 
said. “I went to the Garment District where 
I helped her source fabrics, and I sent 
samples out to editors and more.” 

Although it seems as if there is a lot of 
time until Cotter will have to worry about 
job hunting in the industry, she has and 
continues to take the necessary steps to giver 
her a leg up on the fierce competition that 

makes up so much of the industry. 
Jayjack expressed regret for not 

continuing to be active within the business 
side of her studies. 

“I am definitely not interested in the 
business part of the industry, but I wish I 
would have taken more business classes, and 
was more savvy on the Internet,” she said.

Cotter is on the 
right track, capi-
talizing her efforts to-
wards major qualities 
important for em-
ployees in the indus-
try. Jayjack expressed 
that she wishes she 
had majored in Busi-
ness, which is an area 
with which Cotter is 
becoming familiar. 
Cotter currently 
takes IB Business and 
Management at the 
UAHS and plans on 
continuing to take 
business classes in the 
future.

“The class is like any other, but I find what I 
learn [to be] more useful than most of my other 
classes because I want to go into the business 
aspect of fashion. We had a finance unit, a 
marketing unit, human resources and [we]
learned about advantages and disadvantages 
of various business concepts,” Cotter said. “I 
have been introduced to different branches of 
business and have a basic knowledge of each, 
so I know what I am interested in and what 

my strengths are because of this. Going into 
fashion is more than just being able to dress 
well, you have to have business knowledge 
and be able to satisfy customers, bosses, or 
any other person in your field.”

Someday the immaculately designed 
looks of Cotter’s wardrobe are anticipated to 
stand out to a larger group than that of the 
UAHS community, but to the fast-paced 
workers of the fashion industry. •

local	fashion	veteran	shares	her	
insights	on	the	industry

maren roth, owner of rowe boutique 
in the short north, started out just 
like cotter, a young girl willing to do 

anything to be a part of the hectic fashion world. 
the expert store owner has come a long way 
in the business; she now owns one of the top 
fashion boutiques in columbus. 

when speaking of her experience in fashion, 
roth recounted a series of entry-level jobs that 
helped her get to where she is today.

“my first job in fashion was at the age of 16; 
i worked for J. crew,” roth said. “i then interned 
for dnr [daily news record] in new york the 
summer of my senior year at college. dnr was like 
the male version of women’s wear daily, it was 

“the” men’s fashion-trade magazine and was an 
amazing training ground.”

According to roth, after graduating from 
college she went directly to new york and began 
her first job in fashion public relations. 

“i was lucky enough to work with a ton of great 
fashion labels like perry ellis, citizens of humanity, 
lauren moffatt, technomarine, leonard paris, paul 
& Joe, chimento and more,” roth said. “i got to 
dabble in event planning, runway shows, fashion 
parties, editorial, wholesale sales and more. i 
had some really amazing experiences, all which 
helped me open the store when i moved back to 
columbus.”

roth’s familiarity with the industry and her 
strong work ethic may provide a glimpse of 
what is to come for cotter. roth supports roo’s 
ambition and perseverance in educating herself 

“All my experiences helped 
in some way, my mentors 
are truly the great ones, the 
people that taught me and 
guided me and not only set 
great examples of how to 
manage and run a company, 
but what great style was and 
how to see fashion in an 
entirely new light.” 

Boutique owner maren roth

maren roth, owner of rowe 
Boutique, began work in the 
fashion industry at 16.

fashion	reads
� ThE TEEN VOGUE hANDbOOk, 
by vogue corporAtions: An 
insider’s guide to cAreers in fAshion

the handbook has pages and pages 
that expand on each job in the industry, 
from designers to editors, bloggers and 
models, anything you want to know before 
entering the industry can be found in this 
fashion bible.  

� WhAT TO WEAR, WhERE, by 
cAtherine power & hillAry kerr: 

the fashion styling book has tips and 
tricks from insiders of  the industry to help 
you decide what to wear and how to put 
together outfits. 

� ThE hANDbOOk Of STyLE, by the 
editors of esquire mAgAZine

this primer of men’s fashion covers the 
basic elements that comprise a complete 
man’s wardrobe.

courtesy rowe boutique
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Bare faces funding, 
recognition issues
senior Izzy Esler is still at school. It’s 

around 5 o’clock on a Thursday, 
and the Bare editors, along with 

supervisor Nancy Volksen, are sitting 
around a computer screen. It’s down to the 
final deadline for Bare, the UA literary arts 
magazine for which Esler is editor in chief. 
She sits now at the back of the group as 
they run through the digital layout of the 
magazine, going through it meticulously, 
page by page.

If you are like most people at the high 
school, then you probably don’t have a very 
good idea as to what Bare is 
all about. You may have seen 
some of the signs up around 
the school, vague posters that 
said something like, “Submit 
to Bare,” without much of 
an explanation as to what it 
meant. Some of these posters 
had drawings of naked legs 
(bare legs, get it?), or giant 
eyeballs that stared at you 
as you stood in line at the 
drinking fountain. In theory, 
it was a good marketing 
scheme. But, for whatever reason, people 
never really put much thought into the ads. If 
you mentioned it to someone, they might say, 
“Oh, Bare? Is that what all those posters are 
about? A poetry magazine? Well… okay.”

It might be a statement as to the culture 
of our day and age that very few people have 
a solid idea as to what Bare is really all about, 
and even fewer have actually held a copy in 
their hands. The fact that it is consistently 
ranked at the highest national level for a 
school arts magazine seems not to have 
helped much with regard to its mainstream 
appeal. Not to mention the fact that, in the 
past few years, Bare has expanded its pallet 
to include not only poetry, short stories, 
photography and visual art, but also music—
making it a sort of a catch-all for student 
artistic expression. And yet, it is still a fringe 
magazine in the high school, something that 
is put together on a yearly basis with hard 
work and skill and dedication, and is then 

promptly ignored by the general public.  
Esler began her relationship with Bare as 

a contributor her Freshmen year. She was 
on the literary staff last year, reviewing the 
submissions. This year she’s the editor-in-chief. 
While making changes to the cover design, she 
explains what she gets out of her work.  

“I joined in the first place because I love 
Bare,” she says. “And being on the literary 
staff last year made me see it’s worthwhile 
to be on the creative end of the whole 
thing. I mean, it’s a lot of work on this side 
in terms of matching the pieces of art and 

writing together, making it 
esthetically pleasing to look 
at, and it’s a lot more than I 
anticipated.”

As editor in chief, Esler 
deals with everything 
ranging from picking out 
the best submissions to 
figuring out the design of 
the magazine, as well as how 
to get the necessary funds to 
print the issues.  

“We had some trouble 
with funding this year,” Esler 

says. “But next year is really going to have 
problems because they’re banning bake sales 
and candy bar sales [because of Senate Bill 
210, outlawing unhealthy foods in public 
schools]. We got around 1000 dollars this 
year from selling chocolate bars… which is a 
big source of revenue that [next year’s staff] 
won’t be able to utilize.”

Coupled with the money troubles, the 
Bare staff also has to work towards increasing 
its readership. Last year, about 250 copies of 
Bare were printed at a total cost of around 
5000 dollars. Each Bare issue is sold at ten 
dollars apiece, which means that if 250 copies 
are sold, that would bring in 2500 dollars, 
only half of the production cost. “But we 
usually sell only about a hundred,” Esler says.  

Jean Choi, the literary editor, adds in, 
“There are boxes of them leftover from 
earlier years.”

One hundred copies. In a school with 
around 1900 students and 250 or so staff 

members, Bare is reaching a market of just 
under 5 percent.  

Esler, and the rest of the Bare staff, seem 
to recognize the limited public awareness 
towards the magazine. But they take it all 
in stride.

“It’s all been very enlightening,” Esler 
says. And, later, she turns back to the 
computer screen. 

There’s no saying whether or not this 
year’s iteration of Bare will finally gain the 
widespread student attention it deserves. 
But if history is to show, I can make a good 
guess as to what will happen. The Bare issues 
will be sold at the school store, those who 
have featured work in the issue will purchase 
a copy, some teachers will purchase copies, 
some will be sent off to win national awards, 
and the remaining 150 or so copies will be 
boxed away in the back rooms of the LC, like 
all the remaining issues from years past.  

By the time this story comes out, the Bare 
staff will have reached the end of its efforts. 
But at the time of writing this, they are still 
at work. Like monks during the Dark Ages, 
working selflessly for the sake of art, theirs 
is one of the few rooms in the school still 
occupied. After all the other teachers and 
students have left, the halls are dim and 
quiet, the only sounds being the brooms and 
roll carts of the janitors.  But if you go to a 
certain part of the school, and if you listen 
hard enough, you might hear voices and the 
clicking of a keyboard as the Bare staff talks 
amongst themselves, deliberating, isolated 
from a world that couldn’t care less.  •

The cover of the 2011 bare shows junior Erin bannon’s 
photo of flowers. Issues are available for $10 at the 
school store.

courtesy bAre

by evan smith, ´11
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S     
enior Jean Choi’s day starts out just 
as any other student’s. She goes to 
school, goes to class and socializes 
with her friends. However, after 

school, instead of going to practice or home 
to study, she goes to violin lessons. Choi 
has been balancing her life between music, 
school and friends since she was five, and 
still works everyday on the craft that caught 
her attention twelve years ago.

Although practicing an instrument 
every night and continuing it after all 
these years used to be a chore, Choi 
explains how after time, it became 
something she really enjoyed. 

 “When I was younger, [playing the 
violin] was a chore. It was like homework,” 
she said. “But I just kept on going and I 
started liking it more and it just became fun 
[for me.]”

Even though playing used to be less 
enjoyable due to the time spent practicing 
and the commitment involved, Choi 
said the support in her life helped her to 
focus on her instrument. Choi said that 
her mentor is her violin teacher, Leonid 
Polonsky, but that both of her parents 
have been very supportive of her playing, 
throughout her musical career.

“My mom used to have to drive me 
everywhere, and she even helped me 
practice every night,” she said. “My 
parents are my biggest supporters.”

According to Choi, playing the violin has 
helped her achieve many accomplishments 
over the years, many of which deal with 
pieces that she has to work on and practice 
for an extended period of time.

Choi cited being the Concertmaster, 
the leader of the first violin section in an 
orchestra,  in the National Symphony 
Orchestra for a year and in the Ohio All-
State Orchestra for three years as two of 
her proudest accomplishments of being 
a violinist. Choi also said that another 
crowning moment of hers was when 
she made it into the final round of the 
Columbus Symphony Orchestra Young 

Musicians’ Concerto Competition, which 
she said took a lot of time and effort.

One other recent achievements of 
Choi’s is winning the Outstanding Soloist 
award given to her after competing in 
the York University Festival of Music in 
Toronto, Canada.

According to music teacher, Ed Zunic, 
the prize is normally awarded to soloists 
from jazz ensembles, and that Choi is the 
first string player since 1982 to be given 
this honor.

Choi said that seeing and meeting all 
of the people who are committed to their 
work aided to her work ethic and her 
decision to continue on with her passion for 
playing the violin.

“Seeing others that committed and 
just watching them after much practice 
has helped me continue with the violin 
after all this time,” she said.

Playing the violin is not only 
something she  said that she enjoys, but 
also something that has taught her many 
valuable life lessons said Choi. According 
to Choi, playing has made other aspects 
in her life easier.

“Playing the violin teaches you 
commitment and how to work towards 
a goal,” she said. “It also taught me to 
practice and time management which 
is helpful in high school. It has kind of 
become a routine for me.”

Choi said that she believes that time 
management, as well as perseverance, has 
helped her to gain the life lessons needed 
to receive the grades and extracurricular 
activities needed to be accepted into 
Princeton University, where she will 
be attending college next year. Choi is 
currently undecided as to what she will 
major in at Princeton, but is interested 
in the integrated science and Biology 
programs that Princeton offers.

Choi said that while playing has had its 
hardships throughout the years, she still 
enjoys it and believes that it will continue 
to be a part of her life.

“I’m definitely trying out for the 
Princeton symphony orchestra,” she said. 
“I’m going to continue taking lessons and 
Princeton offers Chamber music classes, 
which would be fun.”  •

Senior Jean Choi shares her 
experience with the violin, as 
well as her many achievements 
throughout her musical career

courtesy JeAn choi

by elise murray, ´12

a string 

seniors Jean choi, Hannah dorfman and trevor 
thompson pose at the all-state orchestra in 2010. 
choi enjoys meeting new people in orchestra.

 uAhs symphony orchestra 
(2007-2011)

 Assistant concertmaster of the 
ohio All-state orchestra  
(2009-2010)

 concertmaster of the ohio 
south-central regional 
orchestra (2010)

 2nd place in the new Albany 
symphony orchestra concerto 
competition (2010)

 Associate concertmaster of the 
national high school honors 
orchestra (2010)

 soloist award at the york 
university festival of music in 
toronto, canada (2011)

 finalist in the columbus 
symphony orchestra 
young musicians’ concerto 
competition (2011)

of success
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Ice cream parlors  
provide delicious relief  
from the summer heat

Mardi Gras
Ice Cream

location: 1947 hard rd.

cost: $2 - $10

rating: 

Jeni ’s Splendid
 Ice Creams

Address: 281 grandview Ave.

cost: $4- $10

rating:

by victoria slater, ‘12

In 2002, Jeni Britton Bauer and her husband opened 
a quaint corner shop in grandview, serving fresh, 
homemade frozen treats concocted with unique 

ingredients such as lavender and goat cheese. nine years 
later, Jeni’s splendid ice cream is rated one of the best ice 
cream parlors in america, and its co-founder, Bauer, holds 
the title of 2010 entrepreneur of the Year, according to 
the company’s web site. after reviewing Jeni’s, it is clear 
that the parlor is worthy of its reputation. while there 
are many Jeni’s locations throughout columbus, i took 
my review to the ice cream factory in the short north, 
and was pleased when i was welcomed by the shop’s 
tranquil, lighthearted atmosphere. the ice cream flavors 
are innovative and diverse, ranging from askinosie dark 
milk chocolate to olive oil with sea-salted pepitas 
(a kind of pumpkin seed). i indulged in two flavors —
reisling poached pear and Violet meringue. tasting the 
pear was like biting into the crisp, succulent fruit. the 
ice cream embraced every element of a pear, from the 
mild tartness to the soft texture. the Violet meringue 
was reminiscent of chilled, lemon meringue pie with a 
touch of floral taste; the consistency was eggy and sweet. 
all and all, these inventive flavors craft refreshing, tasty 
twists to ordinary ice cream. Jeni’s only downside is the 
price. the smallest item on a menu, a single scoop cone, 
is priced at $4, which is double the price of single cones 
at most other parlors.   •

T ucked inside north worthington, mardi gras ice cream 
is often referred to as “the Jeni’s of the suburbs”. 
since my review, i have observed that mardi gras 

and Jeni’s share a common ground in ice cream innovation, 
but their flavors and atmospheres are much different. the 
tiny, somewhat unknown mardi gras ice cream shop emits 
a hushed, desolate air, yet the photography that embellishes 
the walls, depicting family and friends sharing smiles and 
ice cream cones, exudes an ambience of warmth and 
community. at a glance, it seems that the flavors consist 
of only the traditional  —chocolate-peanut-butter, vanilla 
bean, black raspberry—but the artsy banner identifying the 
fifteen or so international flavors offered demonstrates how 
imaginative and universal this parlor is.  i purchased two 
single cones: one of banana chocolate chip and another of 
an indian flavor labeled Kesar pista. the banana chocolate 
chip was a scrumptious display of creamy comfort food; the 
banana taste was gentle and natural, and the bitterness of 
the chocolate was the ideal compliment to the sweetness of 
the fruit flavor. However, i was most impressed with the exotic 
tang of the Kesar pista, which is a velvety blend of saffron 
and cumin. the ice cream enveloped each individual flavor 
of indian rice, down to the grainy texture and the aromatic 
spice. mardi gras, with its colorful flavors and economical 
prices, is a true testament to delectable ice cream. while its 
worthington location is a 10-minute drive away, the savory 
flavors are certainly worth the time.    •

pHoto courtesY Jeni’s splendid ice cream pHoto courtesY mardi gras ice cream

Scoopfuls of Sweetness 
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Favorite Flavors

Johnson’s Real 
Ice Cream

location: 2726 e main st.

cost: $3 - $6

rating: 

T he oldest ice cream shop  in columbus, Johnson’s real ice cream in Bexley, opened 
its doors in 1950 by robert n. Johnson and James wilcoxon. since then, families have 
flocked to the picturesque parlor, gobbling up its tasty, freshly-churned ice cream and 

basking in its friendly, enchanting atmosphere. Johnson’s is situated about a mile east of capital 
university’s central campus, and is a popular locale in the Bexley community, as families cluster in 
its charming courtyard before the doors even open. the interior of the parlor is spacious and airy, 
and, despite the rumbling freezers that line the back wall, the aura emitted is cozy and genial. a 
bubbling fountain adds to the overall tranquility. i expected that the menu selections would not 
stray outside of waffle cones and sundaes, so i was pleasantly surprised when i discovered that 
Johnson’s offers deli-style sandwiches, home-baked fruit pies and freshly-tossed salads among 
traditional ice cream flavors. i settled on two scoops of moose tracks and a 
specialty flavor, red Velvet. Both flavors were satisfyingly decadent: the moose 
tracks’ chocolate and peanut butter was a sugary, balanced blend, and 
the slow churned cream-cheese, vanilla concoction of the red Velvet 
was sweet and creamy. although the ice cream was delicious, i was 
disappointed that the variety of the flavors offered is modest and 
somewhat predictable, compared to that of Jeni’s and mardi gras. 
nevertheless, the light atmosphere and delicious flavors   —
paired with their low prices —make this parlor a prime spot 
for any family outing.   •

pHoto BY coreY mcmaHon
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the lights  shine brightly above 
the field. The players line 
up as the American flag is 

waved in the air, and the national 
anthem echoes throughout the 
beloved Marv Moorehead stadium 
that the Golden Bears call home. 
What goes unseen in the midst of 
the game are the other individuals 
involved besides the players—the 
cameramen capturing the athletes’ 
each and every move, the coaches 
guiding their players to gain an 
upper hand, the band rallying 

the team with songs of encouragement, and of course, the sixth 
man—potentially the biggest factor in a game—the hooting and 
hollering Golden Bear faithful. 

When I moved to UA I had no idea 
of the strong community and sense of 
tradition with which Upper Arlington 
is enriched. I first experienced this as an 
athlete. New to the game of football, I 
learned what a team was about and was 
lucky enough to join the brotherhood 
inside the locker room. What makes UA 
special is that this same group of kids stayed 
together for the rest of high school. In 
other school districts, such as schools like 
Ridgeview Middle School, my old school, 
friends go off to different high schools, and 
kids move all the time.

Coaches are able to build close relationships with their players, 
and they are able to make them the best possible athlete they can 
be. Furthermore in sports coaches also guide their athletes to not 
only be better athletes, but to also better people. In my experience 
playing football, I can remember my coaches drawing parallels 
between the game of football and life. Although, at times, I was 
tempted to ignore the messages that my coaches were delivering, 
when looking back at the experiences these lessons were important 
to life. When I got injured and could no longer play with my 
teammates of several years, I knew this was not the end of the 
world because my coaches had instilled in me a drive to always 
succeed, to overcome obstacles and to learn from failures. 

I probably realized the incredible work of so many individuals 
during my time as a senior, because this was the year I had to 
sit out. As a fan, I learned the game from a completely different 
angle. From each game I learned a different story, and even more 
so as a fan. Themed fan apparel and chants create a bonding 
experience like no other. The band, too, was involved by loudly 

playing their instruments and creating an atmosphere where loud 
cheers and yells were common. The student section became my 
new comfort zone where I could cheer on my past teammates. 
Without students, parents, the band and all of the fans, the games 
would not be as exciting as they were. They gave the game a sense 
of community and purpose. It made it seem like the team was 
playing for more than just itself or a win; it was also playing for 
the community’s sense of pride. 

A perfect example of this was at the Golden Bear basketball games 
against Dublin Coffman, when all students, athletes and bandies 
joined together to fill out the varsity gym, and those who arrived late 
watched a live telecast of the game in the auditorium. A sea of white 
sat in a sold out gym hours before tip off, waiting to see their fellow 
classmates come out and battle for a win. Students prepared for the 
game all week with flyers and banners. The loud music and cheers did 
not stop until the clock struck zero at the end of overtime. Even in 
a tragic loss the Golden Bear faithful pulled together to defend their 

pride and lift the spirits of their classmates. 
Fans like this are rare in high school sports, 
and creates for an amazing experience for all.

Another point of view was as a reporter. I 
became much more critical of my teammates. 
It was like each and every move meant more. 
I had to analyze every action so that I could 
recite it later. During interviews, friendships 
turned into professional relationships. The 
various forms of media are what bring fans 
to the game. They allow athletes to have the 
shining moment they all desire and desrve. 
No matter the level of the sport, every athlete 

wants to be noticed. It is part of what makes sports so competitive: 
the desire to be in the spotlight. At UAHS, the newsmagazine 
Arlingtonian and the broadcast show Kickin’ It attempt to cover the 
accomplishments of UA athletes. 

Covering sports is a difficult task and as a writer, I developed 
close bonds with the rest of the staff, and a great deal of respect for 
my editors and my adviser, Carol Hemmerly. The steps and hard 
work that go into publishing a monthly newsmagazine sometimes 
go unseen. The month-long hurdle is a bonding obstacle.

Though the athletes are often the only ones who are seen at 
a sporting event, it is important to remember all of the other 
factors that go into creating what can often be the most thrilling 
events of a high school student’s life. Without all the pieces—the 
photographers, reporters, vendors, coaches and, of course, the 
fans—it would be nothing more than an everyday pick-up game. 
This experience has been truly magical in UA, and in order for 
kids to have the same kind of experience that my peers and I had, 
I encourage all of the Golden Bear faithful to keep supporting 
their athletes and cheer on.  •

in sports, the athletes are just the beginning

by parijat Jha, ‘11

“Without all the pieces—
the photographers, 
reporters, vendors, 
coaches and, of course, 
the fans—it would be 
nothing more than an 
everyday pick up game.”

As a community-bonding experience, the pieces that go  
into building the UA sports program go well beyond just the athletes
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undreds of rowers,        
coaches, boats and 
spectators flood the 

riverbanks, arriving by bus, 
car and trailer to stake their 
claims along the 2000-meter 
racecourse. Soon, the 
shoreline will be full of friends 
reconnecting, teammates 
cheering, coaches barking 
from their bicycles, and 
victors proudly donning their 
medals. For now, before the 
racing begins, the only sounds are occasional 
coxswain calls, the flow of the water as the 
boat slices onward and the war drum of the 
thud, click and splash of all eight oars as they 
feather, square and back the blade firmly into 
the water. This is a rower’s world. 

I joined UA Crew my freshman year as 
a novice, unable to distinguish port from 
starboard and completely unaware of the 
extent to which crew would sculpt my body, 
my mind and my outlook on life. 

I was also blissfully ignorant of the ways 
in which my hands would suffer. Shake 
hands with a rower. You will undoubtedly 
be met with old callouses, fresh blisters, 
thickened, ridged skin and, occasionally, 
wide open wounds. We work hard and 
we race hard. Our hands suffer the worst 
consequences, collectively serving as witness 
to our experiences.  

Rowing is not a sport of fame, nor is it 
a sport of popularity. As a team, we receive 
little coverage from school publications, our 
fan base at regattas is purely parental and 
a trip to Nationals garners little response 
from the community at large. However 
successful a season we may have, crew’s 
foreign terminology and general isolation on 
the Scioto make it so seemingly inaccessible 
that we might as well row on Mars. We row 
because we love it, not for public recognition.

There is something unimaginable in the 
sport of rowing—it needs to be experienced 
to be truly understood. There is something 

cleansing in all of the blood, 
sweat and tears that pour into 
a season. Crew is not about 
winning or losing. It is about 
doing your very best and 
giving it your all. It is about 
supporting your teammates, 
pulling for them when you 
have lost faith in yourself. 
A truly great crew has nine 
minds thinking identically and 
nine bodies melding together 
to form one singular machine.

Ours is a race of inches; we are all 
fighting to take the number one spot at 
any given time. When your team is racing, 
it doesn’t matter who is the biggest or 
strongest, or who has the best equipment. 
Whoever works the hardest, wants it the 
most and feels the 
hottest fire—that is 
the crew that comes 
out on top. When 
the race is on, all bets are off.

In the silence at the start, you can 
hear your heart beating with nervous 
excitement. Your teammates, too, are 
silently concentrating and the coxswain 
gives orders in a quiet voice. Everything 
is surreal, calm and infinitely focused as 
we sit perfectly poised, waiting for the 
announcer’s call. One moment, all you 
can hear is the water lapping against the 
side of the shell. Then, a split second later, 
the call is made and the crews explode 
in synchronized intensity. The smooth 
face of the river is split wide open as six 
shells surge forward. All you hear is the 
coxswain yelling, your heart 
pounding, the frantic 
bursts of your breath 
and the thump of 
that solid finish 
that tells you there 
is still more to 
give. 

The race passes in a rush of power, 
intensity and pain until the sprint. 
The white lane markers turn red, your 
coxswain is screaming, the noise of the 
crowd is a distant roar and your boat is 
somehow moving faster with burning legs 
and burning lungs. The red markers pass 
quickly, 10 more strokes, nine, eight…
the last stroke takes the boat through the 
finish line buoys and the team crumples. 
That harmony that makes rowing look 
so easy—that unison that held the boat 
together for 2000 meters—shatters. The 
rowers are exhausted, slumped over their 
oars. You know that you could not have 
given any more, and you are proud of 
yourself and your teammates. 

Maybe it is impossible to make my 
non-rowing friends understand the true 

rowing experience. 
Will they understand 
the nervous flutter 
of eager anticipation 

I feel whenever I think of the starting line? 
What about that familiar pained feeling that 
grasps my stomach when I hear the steady, 
whooshing cadence of the erg? Maybe they 
will never be able to commiserate over our 
brutally ripped hands or sharply defined uni 
tans, both born of hours spent on the water. 
Perhaps they will never know the excitement 
of practicing starts or the beauty of the 
spring sky over the river. Maybe they will 
never understand, or care, for that matter.

It’s a good thing I have 40 strong, 
beautiful, spandex-loving friends who do.   • 

 

UA rower offers an insider’s look at the world of crew

by ceri turner, ´12

grAphics by ceri turner
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now entering something or other
last year I went to my 

brother’s graduation 
ceremony. I was 

sitting up in the balcony, 
watching over all the 
teachers and students who 
were down below, arranged 
side by side and dressed 
in ceremonial cloaks and 
hats. They looked like cult 
members. I remember 
thinking it was like a scene 
in a movie, and here is the 
dark auditorium where the yearly rituals take 
place. I played the act out in my head. Pretty 
soon someone will clang a giant gong, and 
all the students will put on their Venetian 
masks, light up candles and start chanting. 
Maybe a lamb will be slaughtered and the 
valedictorian—as he was chosen to be most 
worthy—will eat the entrails, spitting blood 
all over the stage while the teachers with 
doctorate cloaks vomit on the crowd.  

It all seemed out of place, is what I’m 
saying. You got these questions that emerge. 
Like, for instance: Why, in the 21st century, 
are we sitting around, going through this 
drawn-out ceremony just so a group of kids can 
walk up and receive their ritualistic scrolls? 
Why is it necessary to hear some marginally 
talented kid play piano for 10 minutes? And 
why are we listening to speech after speech 
outlining the importance of this event in the 
grand scheme of the speaker’s life?  

The speeches were the worst part of the 
whole thing. In my experience, there are two 
routes a student graduation speech will most 
commonly take: (a) the funny, lighthearted 
speech that is not only unfunny, but often 
uncomfortably unfunny, like the way a 
really bad Disney show is groaningly, bitterly 
unfunny; or (b) the heartfelt speech in which 
the speaker sincerely attempts to make a 
deep philosophical statement and, in doing 
so, makes everyone in the crowd feel really 
awkward and embarrassed just by witnessing 
the whole thing.  

It’s the heartfelt speeches that are the 
worst. At my brother’s graduation, a girl 
came onstage and talked about how, in her 
mind, high school life is really a lot like a 
roller coaster ride. She then went on, for like 
ten minutes, comparing each year of high 

school to a different ride at 
Cedar Point. And since she had 
been trained in class to back up 
her arguments with appropriate 
evidence, she gave a series of 
justifications for each one of her 
choices. Senior year, she said, 
was the Top Thrill Dragster. 
I forget what rides the other 
years were.

Later on, the 
valedictorian—a small, 
intellectual looking kid—gave 

an incredibly energetic speech that was 
all about comparing life to a chemistry 
classroom. He was like Mussolini up there, 
yelling and waving his arms around and 
screaming about atoms and elements and 
how wisdom is like the precipitate in a 
chemical solution: You just need to put life on 
the burner and you’ll find something solid in 
the end!!!

Or something like that. I’m not saying 
these speeches were necessarily bad. The 
chemistry speech 
was actually 
pretty impressive 
in a way: the 
complete 
openness of 
it, the way 
each word just 
spewed out with all the savage pent-up 
energy of a kid who had spent the last four 
years arch-backed over science text books. It’s 
just that there’s nothing worse than hearing 
someone who is not either a comedian 
or a really skilled orator attempt to make 
conclusions about their own life. Especially if 
that person is an idealistic, soon-to-be-high-
school-graduate with all of his/her hopes 
and dreams not yet crushed. The broadcast 
student who imagines anchoring World 
News Tonight, the musical theatre student 
who wants to star on Broadway, the aspiring 
writer who is already drinking coffee, chain-
smoking and wearing scarves indoors while 
outlining the next great American novel. 
Not to mention all the kids my age who 
think that once they go off to college things 
will be totally different, the world will open 
up. You nod and laugh and go “ahh” at the 
appropriate times during their speeches, clap 

at the end of it, smile as they walk off the 
stage. But secretly you can’t help but look at 
them, in the same way serial killers would 
as they stalk their victims, thinking: Just you 
wait… You’re in for a big surprise, ha ha ha!

After a few more speeches and what 
not, the diplomas were finally handed out. 
They said at the beginning to please hold 
your applause, but it didn’t make much 
difference. You could always tell where 
each kid’s family was sitting, especially the 
big ones. There were cheers and whistles 
that popped around from different areas of 
the auditorium, And each kid, when his/
her name was announced, emerged from 
behind the curtains, walked around to the 
line of administrative people, shook hands, 
took their respective diplomas, and walked 
off the stage. Some kids made little shows 
of it all. They did spins as they came out, 
fist-pumped the air, gave overly enthusiastic 
handshakes. Most of the kids, though, 
were dignified about the whole thing. They 
walked onstage, then walked off, and that 

was that. When it was 
all over, the hats were 
tossed in the air (you 
put your name in your 
own hat, so you can find 
it later), and the crowd 
got up and filtered out 
of the auditorium.

Back in the car, we inched forward 
in the traffic that was congested around 
the parking lots. People were honking 
and it felt like 200 degrees now with the 
hot seats and the windows down and the 
radio scratching and all the voices and the 
people walking in front of you, the black 
robes of those passing by. They were in 
motion, heading towards their next big 
destination, a new phase on the road of 
life. That reminds me.

About 15 years ago, I was on my first 
road trip, sitting in the backseat, when my 
mom pointed out the sign that said we are 
now leaving Ohio, now entering Indiana. 
Look. We’re in a different state. She 
pointed out the window. Then, for the next 
hour or so, I sat unable to comprehend 
why the land and the dirt and the weeds 
back in Ohio are no different than the dirt 
and the weeds here on the other side. •

by evan smith, ´11

“There’s nothing worse than 
hearing someone attempt 
to make conclusions about 
their own life.”
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as one chapter ends, so another begins for Arlingtonian
another year of Arlingtonian has flown by. 

This year, we’ve covered a diverse range of 
stories, from the debate over the legalization 
of marijuana, to the conceptions of the Upper 
Arlington Community High School, to underage 
gambling during the annual sports frenzy of 
March Madness.

In doing so, we hope we have achieved the 
goal with which all news publications set out—
to, as accurately and completely as possible, 
represent the voice of the people. Such a goal 
is the ideal, and it is the job of Arlingtonian to 
tirelessly chase that aspiration. The work of this 
magazine, in an attempt to achieve such an end, 
would not have been possible without the work 
and hours put in by our staff.

We would like to extend a special thanks 
and congratulations to Victoria Slater. Victoria’s 
remarkable journalistic talent has been exhibited 
time and again this year as she consistently 
produced engaging, well-written, informative 
articles. For this reason, she has been chosen 
to lead the staff next year, and we are excited 
at the prospects for the future of Arlingtonian 
with her incredible talents at the helm. With her 
natural instinct as a writer and leader, along with 
her incredible page designs, Victoria will be an 
excellent Editor in Chief next year.

We would also like to extend gratitude 
and congratulations to our fellow seniors on 

staff. Many of us are planning to continue 
involvement in journalism at the collegiate 
level, and we hope that experiences on 
Arlingtonian help provide a solid grounding 
in the principles of reporting and writing 
that will be vital in our work. Without 
the dedication and hard work of our staff 
members, the newsmagazine would not have 
been made possible.

Lastly we would like to thank you, the 
reader, for your support over the years.  

Co-Editors Kristy Helscel & Corey McMahon

Congratulations! 
editor in Chief
victoria	slater
managing editors

Kate	Magill	&		
elizabeth	tzagornis

Visual comm’n editor
ceri turner

Features editor
Abby godard 

in-Brief editor
cassie lowery
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Aly gordon

sports editor
emma klebe

last word editor
olivia miltner

staff writers
carly tovell

katie hoskett
mattie stevens

photographers
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graphic artist
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Business manager
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Arlingtonian 2011-12  
staff announced

Arlingtonian is a student-produced newsmagazine published approxi-
mately every four weeks by Journalism III-A students at Upper Arlington 
High School. The publication has been established as a public forum for 
student expression and for the discussion of issues of concern to its audience. 
It will not be reviewed or restrained by school officials prior to publication 
or distribution.  

Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student expression, the editorial board, 
which consists of the staff’s top editors, will determine the content of the 
newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials; therefore, material may not nec-
essarily reflect the opinions or policies of Upper Arlington school officials.  

Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor, guest columns and news 
releases from faculty, administrators, community residents, students and the 
general public. The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the right to with-
hold a letter or column and return it for more information if it determines 

the piece contains items of unprotected speech as defined by this policy. 
As a public forum, all letters and columns meeting the above criteria will 

be posted in full on the Arlingtonian web site at www.arlingtonian.com for a 
minimum of four weeks.  Arlingtonian and its staff will strive to publish only 
legally protected speech following the legal definitions for libel, obscenity 
and invasion of privacy. 

The staff will also refrain from printing stories that create a material 
disruption of school activities. Because the Arlingtonian staff will determine 
content of the publication, it will therefore also take complete legal and financial 
responsibility for what is printed. Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a story 
solely on the basis of possible dissent or controversy. 

The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays all printing and production costs 
through advertising sales, subscription sales and other fundraisers. The edi-
tor or co-editors shall interpret and enforce this editorial policy.
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